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Section 20 consultation and

energy contracts
Do you want the best price for energy but need to comply with s.20?

Clarke Willmott and The Monarch Partnership, a nationwide utilities management consultancy, have put

together a package that could suit you.

Why do I need to comply with section 20?

You only need to comply with section 20 if the cost to each leaseholder will be more than £100 every year.

Entering into an agreement to fix the price of energy is a “Long term qualifying agreement”. This means that

you must consult leaseholders before you enter into it, or obtain an order from the Tribunal dispensing with

the consultation process.

The timings of the process for consulting do not fit with the way tendering for energy works. This means you

will have to obtain dispensation from the Tribunal before you can enter into a contract.

Overleaf is an outline of the basic process, cost and timings for obtaining dispensation.

Please get in touch if you would like further information, or to instruct us to deal with obtaining an Order for

dispensation.

Your key contacts

Kary Withers, partner
t: 0345 209 1469
e: kary.withers@clarkewillmott.com

Tara Moseley, solicitor
t: 0345 209 1050
e: tara.moseley@clarkewillmott.com



Process for application for dispensation from s20 consultation

Application for Dispensation – no objection £2,750

Application for Dispensation – objection and contested hearing £5,000

*The fees quoted are exclusive of VAT and expenses such as photocopying, postage, counsels fees
and HM Land Registry fees. The estimates are limited to 100 leaseholders and further charges will
apply if the application needs to be served on additional leaseholders. Any additional work required
to advise on the process, dealing with any appeal or queries from leaseholders will be charged in
accordance with our hourly rates based on the time spent, these rates will be provided at the time of
instruction.

Objection
raised?

Yes

Day 1: Prior to entering into
energy contract:

Proceedings commenced
by sending application

notice to Tribunal with fee:
£100 and supporting
witness statement

Application is served on
leaseholders. We provide
a letter for you to send to
your leaseholders with a

link to a website
maintained by Monarch
Partnership to which we
have uploaded all of the

documents.

Respondent
leaseholders have 28
days from the date of

service of the
application to object.

Typically 4-6 months
to list hearing

In our experience it is
unlikely that all

leaseholders will object,
but where they do, FTT
will list a hearing to deal

with the application.

Tribunal will make
decision based on oral
evidence at hearing.

No

Decision:
The Tribunal will usually

make its decision within 2-3
months of the application

being issued.

Where no objection
is raised (usually the
case) the Tribunal
will deal with the

application on paper,
without a hearing.

The decision must be
served on applicants within

14 days. The decision is
usually conditional.

Dispensation only granted
once conditions met.

Usually the only condition is
to serve decision but
Tribunal has ultimate

discretion.

Once decision served and
conditions met, contracts
with Monarch Partnership

can be entered into.



The Monarch Partnership pricing

The Monarch Partnership is a utilities consultancy which we work closely with on energy pricing and

dispensation matters. They would be able to assist in getting you the best energy rates for your tenants, and

so if this is of interest whilst we are handling your S.20 consultation they can offer their services for a flat rate

of £650+VAT (or for free for existing Monarch Partnership customers). Please note that any chargeable work

The Monarch Partnership provide will be invoiced independently by them directly to you.

Money laundering requirements

All solicitors are required, by law, to verify the identity of all their clients.

On receipt of instructions, we will need to inspect the originals of any two of the following (at least one of

which must include a photograph):

 passport;

 driving licence;

 receipted utility bill less than three months old (not a mobile phone bill);

 council tax bill less than three months old;

 mortgage statement for a mortgage for the accounting year just ending; or

 bank, building society or credit card statement.

We do not recommend that you send original documents such as passports or driving licences by post, even

by recorded or guaranteed delivery, because of the dangers of possible loss, interception and fraud.

If you are unable to bring these documents to one of our offices, we can accept photocopies provided they

are certified to be true by a UK solicitor, accountant, doctor or similar professional. The certification should

also certify that any photograph is a true likeness. We may need to contact the certifier so please ensure that

they provide their name, address and contact details as part of their certificate.

Verification of companies

We will normally verify the identity of a UK registered company by making an electronic check to provide

basic data about the company, including the names of the directors and company secretary (if any).

In addition, we are required to verify the identity of at least two directors or the director and the company

secretary. We will do this using one of the methods set out above.

We may also need to verify the identity of the beneficial owners of the company. If this is the case we will let

you know.

Verification of other legal entities

There are complex requirements for the verification of partnerships, trusts and other legal entities. Where this

is applicable, we will contact you to explain what documents we need to collect from you.




